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Dear Bitcoin diplomats,

The situation has still not changed. If someone copies the real Bitcoin Ptah Kidane 1:1 to deceive you by saying the
same things He once wrote to you, it does not mean that He has His magic. Above all, you are attracting misfortune in
abundance because His divine mission is to create the gravity generating machine. It is necessary for the human
species to continue to exist. Without it, humanity will be completely at the mercy of the supervolcanoes yet to come.

Donald Trump is fooling you into thinking he has something he doesn't have. Namely the solutions for the gravity
generation machine and self-charging battery. What was stolen from me by the German government was only a draft
drawing of the gravity generation machine, but it was in the development phase and incomplete. Nobody can do
anything with this drawing. The same applies to the self-charging battery. If you go up now, I will expect you to go
down below 43,500 US dollars and stay in this phase for 72 hours before I ask the creator god Atum Ra to open the
portal of happiness. Before that happens, however, I first need a cooperation partner who will sincerely work with me.
This means that you are currently only falling for scammers who are only interested in your money. And these scams
will only bring you misfortune because my mission is a mission from God. I belong to the first religion that was
founded in 3100 BC. Former President Trump, however, belongs to the Protestant faith, which was founded in 1500
AD. He cannot possibly be a follower of Ptah because his faith was forged on the basis of Jesus Christ. More
precisely, by the German Martin Luther. This means that He is lying to you because He hopes to somehow open the
portal of happiness. However, I don't want to start with my Bitcoin magic until I can offer you the promised reward. And
that is the functioning gravity generation machine. Everything else is fraud, like Wirecard or diesel engine
manipulation. Who was behind it? In both cases, the Germans. By pure coincidence, former President Trump also has
the German genes because his father was German.

I have warned you that you are challenging the goddess Sachmet with His support. She is slowly but surely warming
up, as you can see on this YouTube video (https://youtube.com/clip/Ugkxf1df3tPL1X2ILZ8CdtrM77F_yqHkkrjg?
si=uhe_23eNWw7yEFTB). Donald Trump lost 9 trillion US dollars during his presidency, which nobody is talking about
today. He has thus contributed more to the fact that the USA is so heavily in debt. And now he also wants to hand
over Ukraine to the Russians. Imagine how much the Americans have already invested in the Ukrainians. Several 100
billion US dollars in total. With the defeat of Ukraine, President Biden may lose the 2024 presidential election, but the
subsequent losses for the Americans are much higher, because investments in companies were planned, which are
therefore also gone. Of course, Donald Trump is happy about this news, but at what expense? It is the taxpayers who
gave their consent because of their solidarity with Ukraine. So Donald Trump and Joe Biden are not losing a cent for
their rivalry, but only the taxpayers, who are currently cheering Donald Trump's friendly relationship with the dictator
President Putin as if they were getting some of the lost money back.

First, however, you can expect severe natural disasters in the USA in the near future, which will once again be very
expensive. And if you still haven't figured it out, a mega solar storm eruption awaits you from 2025 onwards, which will
ensure that you will never be able to access your crypto money again because the internet connections will fail, and
much more besides. It is up to you to decide whether you would rather support evil and end up paying for World War
3. Donald Trump is putting the global economy and democracy in great danger. Just to steal from me, the true Bitcoin
magician Ptah Kidane, he is also bringing you God's return carriages, which will cost you more than you are currently
gaining. The believers from the north will always remain pagans (barbarian god Odin) in their roots. That is why they
do not regard the theft of spiritual property as a sin. However, you are mistaken, because stealing from an Atum Ra
envoy is a sin that will bring you all misfortune and will cost you more than you think at the moment.
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